In their reply, Lecoutre and Killeen (2010) 
of getting an effect of the same sign from a different experiment, albeit one coming from the same literature. This new formulation seems to us a strange goal for empirical science. Does it make sense to think that, having observed people preferring oval to square faces, we want to predict whether they will prefer natural to morphed faces?
But whatever the conceptual challenges, it is possible to continue analyzing p R rep as a statistic. In more or less technical terms, our previous commentaries showed that p F rep made poor predictions about the true replication probability. This reply extends those analyses to evaluate p R rep .
The Meaning of LK's (2010) Figure 5
The flowchart simulation presented by LK (2010), culminating in their Figure 5 , gives the illusion of successful prediction under uncertainty. The abscissa is p R rep . The ordinate is a different random effects formulation of p rep , for which we derive an analytic expression, 1 and which we denote p O rep . LK use numerical simulation to evaluate this ordinate.
The relationship between the functions p R rep and p O rep , for the same set of total sample sizes N as that considered by LK (2010) , is shown in our Figure 1A . Each line corresponds to a different sample size, and, by choosing different effect sizes, the whole curve relating the two p rep versions can be traced out. We were surprised that these patterns did not seem to agree with Figure 5 in LK, and so we used their flowchart to calculate the results numerically. Using the same binning, median summaries, and other display assumptions that they adopted, our results are shown in Figure 1B and match our analytic results in Figure 1A . After some experimentation, we found that we could approximate LK's Figure 5 by doubling the sample size when generating the per-group simulated effect sizes that computationally approximate p O rep , but not changing the sample size when calculating p R rep . The results of this flawed simulation are shown in Figure 1C and seem to match LK's Figure 5 . On this basis, we speculate that LK's simulations might have been confused by the different use in this debate of the same symbol n to denote either the total number of subjects (which we denote N here) or the number of subjects per group (which we denote n).
The main problem with LK's (2010) Figure 5 , however, is not that it was incorrectly computed, but that it is conceptually limited and potentially misleading. Contrary to the labeling of the ordinate, their figure does not compare p R rep with the true probability of replication. A sensible evaluation of p R rep must involve a comparison with the true probability of replication, which we call p * rep . In the next section, we present a more complete evaluation of p R rep , in
Step 1. Choose a literature by sampling from the distribution defined by LK, with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of t 5 0.55. Call the effect size sampled d 0 .
Step 1a. Choose a first experiment by sampling from the distribution defined by LK, with a mean of d 0 and a standard deviation of t′ 5 0.28. Call the effect size sampled d 1 .
Step 1b. Choose a second experiment by sampling from the distribution defined by LK, with a mean of d 0 and a standard deviation of t′ 5 0.28. Call the effect size sampled d 2 .
Step 2. Generate the observed effect size from an experiment-which involves experimental and control groups, which we explicitly compute p * rep and compare it with the prediction made by p R rep .
Evaluation of p R rep
To quantify the performance of p R rep , we repeated our earlier evaluation, using the standard root-mean square error of prediction (RMSEP) measure of performance, now using exactly the random effects environment defined by LK (2010). Our simulation test uses the same approach as that in Iverson, Lee, and Wagenmakers (2009), with the inclusion of Steps 1a and 1b to deal with the change in framework for p R rep , and a change in Step 4 to calculate p R rep itself. More specifically, we performed the following steps. 
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Conclusion
We think our earlier analyses of p F rep showed that Psychological Science was right to reverse its earlier recommendation and to remove mention of p rep from its instructions to authors. We think our analyses of p R rep should similarly discourage its use. Figure 2 shows the relationship between p R rep and p * rep for three choices of N. It does this by defining a series of bins for p R rep and drawing the density of p * rep for each bin, using gray bars. Also shown, by circular markers, is the average of p * rep in each bin. These averages correspond to p O rep . It is clear from Figure 2 predicts and what it ought to predict. The RMSEP measure is shown for the same total sample sizes and effect size bins as those considered by LK (2010), based on T 5 100,000 experiments for each sample size. The RMSEPs, which combine the bias and variance visually evident in Figure 2 , clearly show the poor performance of p R rep as a predictor. What it predicts is very often .3, .4, or .5 from what should have been predicted, which is a very large difference on the probability scale 0 to 1. 
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